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Abstract
Density functional theory (DFT) is the method of choice for predicting structures
and reaction energies of molecular systems. However, it remains a daunting task to sys-
tematically improve the accuracy of an approximate density functional. The recently-
proposed many-pair expansion (MPE) [Phys. Rev. B 2016, 93, 201108] is a density
functional hierarchy that systematically corrects any deficiencies of an approximate
functional to converge to the exact energy, and was shown to give accurate results for
lattice models. In this work, we extend MPE to molecular systems and implement it
using Gaussian basis sets. The self-attractive Hartree (SAH) decomposition [J. Chem.
Theory Comput. 2018, 14, 92-103] is employed to generate localized v -representable
pair densities for performing MPE calculations. We demonstrate that MPE at the
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second order (MPE2) already predicts accurate molecular and reaction energies for a
series of small molecules and hydrogen chains, with the EXX functional as its starting
point. We also show that MPE correctly describes the symmetric bond breaking in
hydrogen rings, indicating its ability to remove strong correlation errors. MPE thus
provides a promising framework to systematically improve density functional calcula-
tions of molecules.
1 Introduction
Density functional theory (DFT) has been the workhorse for quantum mechanical simula-
tions of molecules and solids due to its high accuracy to cost ratio.1–3 Although there exists
a universal density functional that predicts the exact ground-state electronic properties,4 its
analytic form is unknown. The Kohn-Sham (KS) framework5 is thus employed to perform
DFT calculations, in which the exchange-correlation (XC) functional is normally approxi-
mated. Despite the great success and popularity of KS-DFT, its application can still suffer
from large systematic errors because of the use of approximated XC functionals.6 One major
reason for systematic failures in density functional approximations is the self-interaction error
(SIE), also known as the delocalization error, which originates from the dominating Coulomb
term that pushes electrons apart.7–9 The self-interaction error leads to underestimation of the
band gaps of materials, the barriers of chemical reactions and the charge transfer excitation
energies10,11 for commonly-used semi-local density functionals. Another systematic failure
for approximate DFT calculations is their inability to describe degenerate or near-degenerate
states, which often appear in the breaking of chemical bonds, transition metal systems and
strongly correlated materials.12–14 Such behavior occurs when the independent-particle pic-
ture breaks down, and is attributed to the strong (or static) correlation error. Furthermore,
semi-local functionals cannot properly account for long-range interactions because non-local
contributions to the electron correlation are missing,15,16 putting serious limitations on ap-
plicability of DFT to intermolecular interactions.
2
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Specific functionals and methods have been developed to overcome these systematic er-
rors. For the self-interaction error, the most common solution is to add the exact exchange
(EXX) into the XC functional, giving rise to hybrid17 and range-separated18 functionals.
In addition, the Perdew-Zunger self-interaction correction7 is designed to remove the spuri-
ous one-electron self-interaction in approximate functionals, though its performance is often
not satisfactory.19 Recently, the localized orbital scaling correction (LOSC) method shows
promise for removing the delocalization error by properly treating the fractional electron
distribution.20 Efforts to correct strong correlation errors include adding a Hubbard-like re-
pulsion term (DFT+U),21 combining DFT with density matrix renormalization group or
multi-configurational self-consistent field calculations,22,23 or using the strong-interaction
limit of the Hohenberg-Kohn functional.24 To correctly account for long-range interactions,
particular functionals have been designed by adding an empirical dispersion energy cor-
rection term,25–28 including a non-local van der Waals correlation functional29–31 or using
unoccupied Kohn-Sham orbitals.32,33 However, none of these methods is capable of curing
all problems simultaneously as they are tailored to particular physical conditions. Therefore,
the biggest challenge in density functional development is probably to design a scheme to
systematically improve the approximate functionals. One such possible DFT hierarchy is
represented by Perdew’s “Jacob’s Ladder”.34 According to the ingredients (density, density
gradient, kinetic energy density, KS orbitals, etc.) utilized in approximate functionals, one
puts the functionals onto different rungs of this hierarchy. The higher rungs are expected to
give better accuracy as they use more design ingredients, but this is not necessarily true. In
practice, one still needs to carefully benchmark the performance of approximate functionals
for a particular class of problems before drawing any reliable conclusions from approximate
DFT calculations.
To address this problem, we have recently proposed the many-pair expansion (MPE),35
which is a hierarchy of density functional approximations that systematically corrects any
deficiencies of an approximate functional to finally converge to the true ground-state en-
3
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ergy. We have shown that MPE gives accurate results for several important lattice models,
including 1D/2D Hubbard36 and 1D Peierls-Hubbard37 models, indicating its capability of
correcting strong correlation and self-interaction errors. In addition, we have applied MPE to
polyacetylene as well as stacks of ethylene and benzene molecules in the Pariser-Parr-Pople
(PPP) lattice model38,39 and demonstrated it deals very well with long-range Coulomb inter-
actions.40 In previous studies, the usefulness of MPE has only been proved in model Hamil-
tonians. Therefore, in this work, we extend MPE to real molecules by implementing it using
ab initio Hamiltonians in Gaussian basis sets. By employing the recently-developed self-
attractive Hartree (SAH) decomposition,41 we obtain localized and v -representable density
fragments, which allows us to perform numerically stable MPE calculations for molecules.
We test the performance of MPE for the thermochemistry of a few small molecules and
hydrogen chains as well as the symmetric bond breaking of hydrogen rings, and show that
low orders of expansion are sufficient to obtain accurate results. Furthermore, we show that
this method is numerically convergent for various systems and problems tested, suggesting
its potential to serve as a systemically improvable density functional hierarchy for molecular
systems.
2 Theory
2.1 Many-Pair Expansion
We first describe the general formalism of the many-pair expansion (MPE) for spin-compensated
systems, using the water molecule as an example, as shown in Figure 1. An extended for-
malism for spin-uncompensated systems (the many-electron expansion, MEE) can be found
in Ref.35 Given a 2N -electron system, we decompose its total electron density ρT (r) into a
sum of pair densities {ρi(r)}:
ρT (r) =
N∑
i=1
ρi(r),
∫
ρi(r)dr = 2. (1)
4
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Note that by a pair density we mean one-particle density that integrates to two electrons
and not a two-particle density ρ(r, r′). For the water molecule, one obtains five pair densities
from the density decomposition (1-pair terms in Figure 1). We will later stipulate that these
pair densities need to be numerically v-representable.42 We can further construct two-pair,
three-pair, ... densities by adding several of the decomposed pair densities (2-pair and 3-pair
terms in Figure 1). Then, assume we can compute the energy of any given electron density
ρ(r) with an approximate density functional Ea[ρ] while we can obtain the exact energy
Ev[ρ] only for a few electrons at once. Computing the exact energy Ev[ρ] is equivalent to
solving the full configuration interaction (FCI) problem43,44 constrained to give ρ(r) as the
ground-state density. This is known as the Lieb construction of density functionals and has
been used to compute the adiabatic-connection curves for small molecular systems.45–47 The
energy correction for ρ(r) can thus be defined as ∆E[ρ] ≡ Ev[ρ] − Ea[ρ]. We then consider
the following hierarchy of approximations to the true energy of this 2N -electron system:
E0[ρT ] ≡ Ea[ρT ],
E1[{ρi}] ≡ E0[ρT ] +
N∑
i
∆E[ρi],
E2[{ρi}] ≡ E1[{ρi}] +
N∑
i<j
(∆E[ρi + ρj]−∆E[ρi]−∆E[ρj]),
E3[{ρi}] ≡ E2[{ρi}] +
N∑
i<j<k
(∆E[ρi + ρj + ρk]−∆E[ρi + ρj]−∆E[ρj + ρk]−∆E[ρi + ρk]
+ ∆E[ρi] + ∆E[ρj] + ∆E[ρk]),
... (2)
In this many-pair expansion, we start from the approximate DFT result (E0[ρT ]) and
systematically correct its error by applying corrections calculated for a few electrons at a
time. As shown in Eq. 2, only E0[ρT ] is an explicit functional of ρT (r), while all higher
orders are functionals of the pair densities {ρi(r)}. Once the density decomposition (Eq. 1)
5
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Figure 1: Illustration of MPE using the water molecule as an example.
is prescribed, MPE becomes an implicit functional of the total density ρT (r). This is similar
to orbital-dependent functionals,48 which are implicit functionals of the density, through
explicit dependence on orbitals defined by Kohn-Sham equations. We also want to point out
that MPE is closely related to the many-body expansion for intermolecular interactions,49,50
and the method of increments.51 MPE has the important property that EN [ρT ] gives the
exact energy for 2N electrons no matter what approximate functional Ea[ρT ] is chosen. It
thus provides a hierarchy of approximations within the context of DFT analogous to the
many-body theory for the Green’s function52 and the coupled-cluster expansion of the wave
function.53
In order to compute the MPE energies, we need the approximate DFT and exact ground-
state energies for various fragment densities ρq(r) (ρq(r) can be any one-, two-, three-, ...
pair density). Assuming the approximate density functional is defined within the Kohn-
Sham framework, Ea[ρq] can be obtained via potential inversion techniques.54–56 To solve a
non-interacting potential inversion problem for a given density ρq(r), we search for a local
6
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potential vs(r) such that
ρ[vs](r) = ρq(r), (3)
i.e., the input density ρq(r) is the ground-state density of a non-interacting system in the
sought external potential vs(r). The non-interacting Slater determinant Φ is constructed out
of orbitals {φk(r)}. To find the orbitals {φk(r)}, we search for the stationary point of the
Lagrangian
LKS[{φk}, vs] = 〈Φ| − 1
2
∇2|Φ〉+
∫
vs(r)
(
ρ(r)− ρq(r)
)
dr, (4)
where vs(r) is the Lagrange multiplier enforcing the density constraint. For a given vs(r),
each KS orbital φk(r) satisfies a one-electron Schrödinger equation:
−1
2
∇2φk(r) + vs(r)φk(r) = kφk(r), (5)
and the density can then be expressed as
ρ[vs](r) = 2
occ∑
k
φk(r)
2. (6)
Since the potential vs(r) that yields ρq(r) through Eqs. 5 and 6 is not known, we need to
find it numerically to satisfy Eq. 3. We start with an initial guess v0s(r) and use Newton’s
method57 to find an improved potential
vj+1s (r) = v
j
s(r) +
∫ (
δρ(r′)
δvs(r)
∣∣∣∣
vjs
)−1 (
ρq(r
′)− ρ[vjs](r′)
)
dr′, (7)
where δρ(r′)/δvs(r) denotes the response kernel, which can be computed analytically from
the perturbation theory
δρ(r′)
δvs(r)
= 4
occ∑
i
vir∑
a
φi(r)φa(r)φi(r
′)φa(r′)
i − a . (8)
7
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The Newton’s search using Eqs. 5-8 is iterated until Eq. 3 is satisfied. Then the DFT energy
for ρq(r) can be computed using the converged KS orbitals: Ea[ρq] = Ea[{φk}].
To obtain the exact energy of the same density ρq(r), we can apply a similar potential
inversion construction except that now we are searching for the exact wave function in a fully
interacting system.58 The interacting wave function Ψ is a stationary point of the Lagrangian
LExact[Ψ, vex] = 〈Ψ|[1
2
∑
k
pˆ2k +
∑
k<l
1
rˆkl
]|Ψ〉+
∫
vex(r)
(
ρ(r)− ρq(r)
)
dr, (9)
where vex(r) enforces the density constraint. The interacting wave function Ψ is the ground
state of the interacting Schrödinger equation
[
1
2
∑
i
pˆ2i +
∑
i<l
1
rˆil
+ vex(rˆ)]|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉, (10)
and the corresponding density is
ρ[vex](r) = 〈Ψ|δ(rˆ− r)|Ψ〉. (11)
The search for the external potential vex(r) employs a similar algorithm as in the non-
interacting case, except that we use numerical finite differences to compute the response
kernel δρ(r′)/δvex(r). Once the converged potential vex(r) is found, the exact energy can be
obtained as the expectation value of the interacting Hamiltonian Ev[ρq] = 〈Ψ|Hˆ|Ψ〉.
From the process of computing Ea[ρq] and Eex[ρq], it is clear that ρq(r) must be the
ground-state density of some potential so that we can find its corresponding wave function
and energy. In other words, the fragment density ρq(r) must be non-interacting and inter-
acting v-representable, which needs to be enforced by the density decomposition in Eq. 1.
Although the sufficient conditions for v-representability are not known,59 this is unlikely to
be a problem in practice provided that pair densities are sufficiently smooth. Note that even
non-v-representable densities can be approached arbitrarily close with smooth potentials60,61
8
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and that within the finite basis set approximation even node-containing densities can be ef-
fectively v-representable.62 Thus, as long as the density is fairly well-behaved (smooth and
without prominent nodes) one expects it to be approximately v-representable in a suitably
large basis. In previous MPE studies on lattice models,35,40 the v-representability condition
is fulfilled by requiring the pair densities to be non-negative on lattice sites.
In this paper, we only discuss the theory and applications of MPE for closed-shell sys-
tems. However, it should be pointed out a more general formalism, many-electron expansion
(MEE),35 can be implemented to deal with open-shell systems. Two possible implementa-
tions may be explored in the future. First, a straightforward way is to partition the spin-up
and spin-down total densities separately to obtain one-electron fragment densities. One can
then perform energy corrections for every one-electron density, every pair of one-electron
densities and so on, to form a series of MEE corrections. Second, another possible solution
is to adopt a restricted open-shell formalism. For example, for H2O-, the total density may
be decomposed into 5 pair densities and 1 one-electron density, after which MEE energy
corrections can be carried out based on these fragment densities.
The MPE hierarchy can also be seen as a method to systematically remove the self-
interaction error in approximate density functionals. The many-electron expansion (which
uses one-electron density as the smallest fragment) at the first order (MEE1) calculated with
KS orbital densities is equivalent to Perdew-Zunger self-interaction correction.7 However,
such densities are not admissible in MEE (MPE) because they exhibit pronounced nodal
surfaces and are not v-representable. Thus, MEE1 can be viewed as the PZ-SIC calculated
with smooth v-representable densities. Whereas PZ-SIC only corrects one-electron self-
interaction errors, MPE (MEE) is capable of removing many-electron self-interaction63,64
to arbitrary order. In many situations self-interaction mimics correlation in DFT, so that
removing self-interaction without adding correlation can make the results worse.19,65 At
each order, MPE compensates for the excluded many-electron self-interaction by including
a corresponding degree of many-electron correlation. Thus, MPE is in some sense balanced,
9
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even at low orders.
2.2 Self-Attractive Hartree Decomposition
The v-representability requirement for pair densities makes the implementation of molecular
MPE difficult, because there is no easy way to partition the molecular density into sufficiently
smooth fragments in finite Gaussian basis sets. In addition, we also require the pair densities
to be localized to accelerate the convergence of MPE series so that low orders of expansion are
enough for accurate results. This localization requirement is similar to employing localized
molecular orbitals (LMOs)66 in the method of increments.67 Unfortunately, pair densities
constructed out of LMOs cannot meet the v-representability criterion in MPE due to the
existence of nodes. Another straightforward idea may be partitioning the density of a 2N -
electron system equally into N pair densities. In that case, the pair densities are satisfactorily
smooth but highly delocalized, leading to poor convergence of MPE expansions.
To tackle this problem, we recently developed a new density partitioning method – self-
attractive Hartree (SAH) decomposition,41 which is capable of generating smooth and local-
ized pair densities to be used in molecular MPE. Here, we recapitulate the formalism of the
SAH decomposition. We start by minimizing a regularized Lagrangian
L[{φi}, µ(r), {i}] =− α · 1
2
N∑
i
∫∫
ρi(r)ρi(r
′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ +
N∑
i
∫
|∇φi(r)|2dr
+
∫
µ(r)
( N∑
i
ρi(r)− ρT (r)
)
dr−
N∑
i
i
( ∫
ρi(r)dr− 2
)
, (12)
where the pair densities are expressed in terms of non-orthogonal auxiliary orbitals
ρi(r) = 2|φi(r)|2. (13)
The first term in Eq. 12 is the sum of self-attraction energies of pair densities, which is just
negative of the self-repulsion. Minimizing this term is similar to the Edmiston-Reudenberg
10
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(ER) localization,68 but with non-orthogonal orbitals. Meanwhile, the second term in Eq. 12
is the sum of the kinetic energies of pair densities, which penalizes any possible sharp features
in pair densities. The third and fourth terms in Eq. 12 are just two density constraints in
Eq. 1, where µ(r) and {i} are Lagrangian multipliers. Because simultaneous minimization
of the self-attraction and kinetic energy are conflicting requirements, minimization of their
sum would give solutions that are regularized compared to pure localization solutions. We
further add a parameter α (>0) in Eq. 12 that scales the self-attraction energy to control
the level of regularization.
Solving for stationary points of the Lagrangian in Eq. 12 gives the following set of N
equations for N pair densities:
[− 1
2
∇2 − 2α
∫
φi(r
′)2
|r− r′|dr
′ + µ(r)
]
φi(r) = iφi(r). (14)
Eq. 14 has the similar form to the Hartree equation.69 Instead of a repulsive potential in the
Hartree equation, we have the self-attractive potential −2α ∫ φi(r′)2|r−r′| dr′. Therefore, Eq. 14
can be interpreted as describing self-attracting electrons in a common external field µ(r),
which constrains all pair densities to add up to the total density. Thus, this new density
partitioning method is named the self-attractive Hartree (SAH) decomposition.
Meanwhile, Eq. 14 has another feature that each φi(r) is a ground-state solution of a
Kohn-Sham (KS) equation, meaning that each pair density is non-interacting v-representable
by design. Such v-representability feature makes the SAH pair densities the perfect candidate
for implementing MPE for molecular systems.
2.3 Implementation of MPE for Molecules
To implement the SAH decomposition using standard linear algebra techniques, it is neces-
sary to represent the potential µ(r) in Eq. 14 in some convenient basis. Here, we introduce
an auxiliary basis set {χP (r)} composed of Gaussian-type atomic orbitals.70,71 Then, the ex-
11
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ternal potential µ(r) can be expanded using Coulomb potentials of functions in the auxiliary
basis set:72
µ(r) = vnuc(r) +
∑
t
btχ˜t(r) = vnuc(r) +
∑
t
bt
∫
χt(r
′)
|r− r′|dr
′, (15)
where vnuc(r) is the nuclear potential of the system and {bt} are the coefficients for the
potential basis functions. The same basis set can be used to represent the self-attraction
potential in Eq. 14 by expanding pair densities in the auxiliary basis set
ρi(r) = 2|φi(r)|2 ≈ 2
∑
P
diPχP (r), (16)
with density fitting coefficients73,74
diP =
∑
Q
(ii|Q)(Q|P )−1, (17)
where
(ii|Q) =
∫∫
φi(r)φi(r)χQ(r
′)
|r− r′| drdr
′, (18)
(Q|P ) =
∫∫
χQ(r)χP (r
′)
|r− r′| drdr
′. (19)
By inserting Eq. 16 and Eq. 15 into Eq. 14, we obtain the final working equation for the
SAH decomposition:
[− 1
2
∇2 + vnuc(r)− 2α
∑
P
diP χ˜P (r) +
∑
t
btχ˜t(r)
]
φi(r) = iφi(r). (20)
We use a constrained SCF algorithm composed of an outer loop and an inner loop to
solve Eq. 20 under the constraints in Eq. 1. In the outer loop, we perform the normal SCF
procedure for each pair density to update φi(r) (and {diP} according to Eq. 17) iteratively.
Note the constraint
∫
ρi(r)dr = 2 is automatically fulfilled by occupying two electrons in
the lowest orbital of each φi(r). In the inner loop, {bt} is updated for all N SCF equations
12
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through the Wu-Yang potential inversion technique55,75 to satisfy
∑N
i ρi(r) = ρT (r). For the
detailed algorithm, the readers are referred to Ref.41
As discussed in Ref.,41 the quality of SAH pair densities is affected by the choice of the
parameter α. A small α value results in pair densities that are not localized enough, while a
large α value may give rise to sharp changes and nodes in pair densities. Note that although
the SAH pair densities are ground-state solutions of Kohn-Sham equations, they can still
possess nodes due to the use of finite basis sets. Meanwhile, when the α value is too large,
the potential inversion procedures in MPE may not converge. Therefore, we want to choose
the maximum α value that still maintains smoothness in pair densities. In this work, we
choose α = 4 for all tested molecules and show the dependence of MPE energies on the
choice of α is weak in a later section.
As can be seen in Figure 1, the SAH pair densities for the water molecule are localized
and smooth. We then construct relevant fragment densities ρq(r) and compute the DFT
energy Ea[ρq] as described in Eqs. 3-8, using Wu-Yang potential inversion algorithm. Similar
to Eq. 15, we expand the Lagrange multiplier vs(r) in Eq. 4 using Coulomb potentials of
functions in the auxiliary basis set {χP (r)}:
vs(r) = vnuc(r) +
∑
P
cP χ˜P (r) = vnuc(r) +
∑
P
cP
∫
χP (r
′)
|r− r′|dr
′, (21)
where {cP} are the coefficients for the potential basis functions. Then Eq. 4 becomes
LKS[{φk}, {cP}] = 〈Φ| − 1
2
∇2|Φ〉+
∫ (
vnuc(r) +
∑
P
cP χ˜P (r)
)(
ρ(r)− ρq(r)
)
dr, (22)
and each KS orbital φk(r) satisfies the equation
(
− 1
2
∇2 + vnuc(r) +
∑
P
cP χ˜P (r)
)
φk(r) = kφk(r). (23)
The density ρ[vs](r) can be computed using Eq. 6. To optimize the Lagrangian in Eq. 22,
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we analytically compute the gradient of LKS with respect to coefficients {cP}
∂LKS
∂cP
=
∫
χ˜P (r)
(
ρ[vs](r)− ρq(r)
)
dr, (24)
and the Hessian
∂2LKS
∂cP∂cQ
=
∫ ∫
χ˜P (r) · 4
occ∑
i
vir∑
a
φi(r)φa(r)φi(r
′)φa(r′)
i − a · χ˜Q(r
′)drdr′
= 4
occ∑
i
vir∑
a
(φiφa|χP )(φiφa|χQ)
i − a . (25)
Note that the magnitude of the gradient in Eq. 24 is an indicator for the density matching.
With analytic gradient and Hessian, we can use a standard Newton’s method to find the
optimized potential expansion coefficients {cP}. Once the converged KS orbitals {φk(r)} are
found, the DFT energy for ρq(r) can be computed: Ea[ρq] = Ea[{φk}].
To obtain the exact energy of the same fragment density ρq(r), we apply an interacting
Wu-Yang potential inversion algorithm. We first expand the potential vex(r) in Eq. 9:
vex(r) = vnuc(r) +
∑
P
fP χ˜P (r) = vnuc(r) +
∑
P
fP
∫
χP (r
′)
|r− r′|dr
′. (26)
Then Eq. 9 becomes
LExact[Ψ, {fP}] =〈Ψ|[1
2
∑
k
pˆ2k +
∑
k<l
1
rˆkl
]|Ψ〉
+
∫ (
vnuc(r) +
∑
P
fP χ˜P (r)
)
(ρ(r)− ρq(r))dr. (27)
and Ψ is the ground state of the interacting Schrödinger equation
[
1
2
∑
i
pˆ2i +
∑
i<l
1
rˆil
+ vnuc(rˆ) +
∑
P
fP χ˜P (rˆ)]|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉. (28)
The density ρ[vex](r) can be computed using Eq. 11. The optimization of the Lagrangian in
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Eq. 27 can also be performed using a standard Newton’s method, as in the non-interacting
case. The analytic gradient can be computed as
∂LExact
∂fP
=
∫
χ˜P (r)
(
ρ[vex](r)− ρq(r)
)
dr. (29)
While the Hessian could be computed analytically via linear response, for now it is computed
using the finite difference method. The converged interacting wave function Ψ can then
be used to compute the exact energy for the fragment density ρq(r): Ev[ρq] = 〈Ψ|Hˆ|Ψ〉.
Note that although there is no guarantee that the SAH pair densities are also interacting v-
representable, our numerical tests show that one can usually find the corresponding potential
vex(r) in the interacting potential inversion as long as the pair densities are non-interacting
v-representable in the given basis set.
With the approximate DFT and exact energies for fragment densities, the MPE energies
can be finally computed according to Eq. 2 at the desired levels. In this study, due to the
high computational cost of interacting potential inversion calculations, we perform MPE
calculations up to the second order (MPE2), which means we only correct the DFT energies
for one-pair and two-pair densities.
By comparing Eq. 20 and Eq. 23, one may realize that the potential vs(r) in the non-
interacting potential inversion for one-pair densities are already pre-defined by the SAH
decomposition:
vs(r) = vnuc(r) +
∑
P
cP χ˜P (r) = vnuc(r)− 2α
∑
P
diP χ˜P (r) +
∑
t
btχ˜t(r). (30)
Thus, the expansion coefficients for one-pair densities {cP} can be directly obtained from
cP = −2α · diP + bP , (31)
without doing the potential inversion procedure in Eqs. 22-25.
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2.4 Energy Estimation for Non-v-representable Densities
For fragment densities larger than one-pair densities, although they are very likely to be v-
representable due to their smooth feature, they are not guaranteed to be v-representable in
the basis we have chosen. Thus, it may still be difficult to find the corresponding converged
potentials for these densities in the potential inversion processes. Without the converged
potentials vs(r) and vex(r), the DFT and FCI energies for the fragment density Ea[ρq] and
Ev[ρq] cannot be accurately computed. For example, in the water molecule (Figure 1), the
two-pair density that comes from adding two lone-pair densities is not v-representable in the
chosen basis set.
In this section, we describe a numerical method to reduce the energy errors for two-
pair densities caused by non-v-representability. For simplicity, assume such two-pair density
comes from adding the first and second pair densities ρq(r) = ρ1+2(r) = ρ1(r) + ρ2(r). We
need to estimate the contribution to the energy correction from this non-v-representable two-
pair density in Eq. 2: Ecorr[ρ1+2] = ∆E[ρ1+2] − ∆E[ρ1] − ∆E[ρ2], where only ∆E[ρ1] and
∆E[ρ2] can be accurately computed. A straightforward way is to approximately compute
the energy correction term ∆E[ρ1+2]. Although the converged potential for non-interacting
potential inversion vs(r) cannot be found, we can instead search for the potential v˜s(r) that
gives the most closely approximate density ρ˜1+2(r), which is the potential that gives the
smallest gradient (Eq. 24) norm in the optimization of the Lagrangian in Eq. 22. Using
the approximate potential v˜s(r), we can estimate the DFT energy for ρ1+2(r): Ea[ρ1+2] ≈
Ea[ρ˜1+2]. An interacting potential inversion can then be performed exactly for the same
approximate density ρ˜1+2(r) to obtain its FCI energy Ev[ρ˜1+2]. Since ρ˜1+2(r) is a non-
interacting v-representable density, we find in practice the convergence of its interacting
potential inversion is normally good. The estimation to Ecorr[ρ1+2] can thus be calculated
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as:
Ecorr[ρ1+2] = ∆E[ρ1+2]−∆E[ρ1]−∆E[ρ2] ≈ ∆E[ρ˜1+2]−∆E[ρ1]−∆E[ρ2]
≈ Ev[ρ˜1+2]− Ea[ρ˜1+2]−∆E[ρ1]−∆E[ρ2]. (32)
Nevertheless, the approximation in Eq. 32 may still lead to large energy errors when the
density error ||W|| is large, where
Wp =
∫
χ˜P (r)
(
ρ˜1+2(r)− ρ1+2(r)
)
dr, (33)
because ρ˜1+2(r) 6= ρ1(r)+ρ2(r). To solve this problem, we introduce a “top-down” correction
scheme. Once we get the approximate two-pair density ρ˜1+2(r), we use this density as the
input to perform a new SAH decomposition to generate two new one-pair densities:
ρ˜1+2(r)
SAH−−→ ρ˜1(r) + ρ˜2(r), (34)
where ρ˜1(r) and ρ˜2(r) resemble the original one-pair densities ρ1(r) and ρ2(r). In this way,
we rebuild the one-pair densities whose sum equals to ρ˜1+2(r) and then estimate Ecorr[ρ1+2]
using:
Ecorr[ρ1+2] = ∆E[ρ1+2]−∆E[ρ1]−∆E[ρ2] ≈ ∆E[ρ˜1+2]−∆E[ρ˜1]−∆E[ρ˜2]
≈ Ev[ρ˜1+2]− Ea[ρ˜1+2]− (Ev[ρ˜1]− Ea[ρ˜1])− (Ev[ρ˜2]− Ea[ρ˜2]). (35)
Here, we compute the DFT and FCI energies for new one-pair densities ρ˜1(r) and ρ˜2(r), and
use those energies to estimate Ecorr[ρ1+2]. This is a better cancellation of error compared to
Eq. 32 due to the density match ρ˜1+2(r) = ρ˜1(r) + ρ˜2(r).
We apply the top-down correction scheme described in Eq. 35 to the two-pair densities
that are non-v-representable in the given basis set. For the cases presented in this work, we
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have verified that such correction leads to an estimated error of < 1 kcal/mol in the energies
(See SI for more information), so the basis set incompatibility is not a significant limitation
to the method.
3 Computational Details
The ground state geometries of tested small molecules are optimized using the coupled-
cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) method76 in the cc-pVTZ basis set77 using Q-Chem 4.2
software package.78 For SAH decomposition and MPE calculations, two basis sets are used for
tests: (a) uncontracted cc-pVDZ,77 abbreviated as uDZ; (b) uncontracted cc-pVTZ for non-
hydrogen atoms and uncontracted cc-pVDZ for hydrogen atoms, abbreviated as uTZ. The
input electron density for all molecules is obtained through Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations
in uDZ and uTZ basis sets. In this study, we only use the exact exchange (EXX) functional
as our approximate density functional, and perform all MPE calculations starting from EXX
results. For closed-shell systems, the EXX energy is
EEXXx = −
occ∑
i
occ∑
j
∫ ∫
φi(r)φj(r)φi(r
′)φj(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′, (36)
where {φi(r)} are KS orbitals. We choose EXX as the starting point for MPE because it does
not require any grid information, while any pure density functional requires basis function
information on the grid. Because we use Gaussian basis functions, all the integrals needed
for EXX calculations can be computed analytically and retrieved from a standard electronic
structure code (e.g., QChem). Meanwhile, no matter what functional is used, we always
need to perform potential inversions to get accurate non-interacting kinetic energies for
fragment densities, so using pure density functionals cannot avoid non-interacting potential
inversions. Therefore, EXX is a reasonable choice for our first implementation study, and
we will implement other starting density functionals in the future work.
Coupled-cluster singles and doubles with perturbative triples (CCSD(T))79 energies are
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computed using Q-Chem 4.2 package as the reference for thermochemistry results. Density
matrix renormalization group (DMRG)80 energies are calculated using PySCF package81
and BLOCK code82,83 as the reference for hydrogen ring bond breaking results.
As known from the literature, the potential inversion and optimized effective potential
(OEP) techniques are numerically unstable in finite basis sets.84,85 Several solutions exist
to avoid ill-conditioning problems in potential inversions.86–89 Here, we follow the work of
Görling and co-workers86 to balance the orbital and auxiliary basis sets. This leads to our
use of uncontracted orbital basis sets in this work. Meanwhile, the corresponding auxiliary
basis set {χP (r)} for expanding potentials is carefully constructed out of the orbital basis
set by removing some of the most compact and diffuse functions. The detailed description
of balanced orbital and auxiliary basis sets can be found in the Supporting Information.
VMD90 and Molden91 are used to generate fragment density pictures.
4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Thermochemistry
We first test the performance of MPE on the thermochemistry of molecules. DFT is known
to perform very well for thermochemistry due to the effective description of dynamic correla-
tions,6 particularly hybrid and double-hybrid functionals.17,92,93 However, even for thermo-
chemistry, approximate functionals cannot achieve the chemical accuracy of 1 kcal/mol for
typical chemical reactions. Thus, systematic improvement of density functional calculations
is still needed for the accurate description of thermochemistry.
In all test cases for thermochemistry, we use the Hartree-Fock (HF) density as the input
to perform MPE calculations. Due to this approximate total electron density, MPE will
not converge to the true exact (FCI) energy. Instead, MPE energies converge to the FCI
energy constrained to the given HF density, which equals to inverting the full interacting
Schrödinger equation with the density constraint. The HF density is known to be a good
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approximation of electron density for equilibrium molecular structures,94 so we expect it
causes small energy errors. Our results above also show the effect of using HF density is
small for the description of thermochemistry.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Errors of MPE energies for a series of small molecules using CCSD(T) results as
the reference. (a) uDZ basis set. (b) uTZ basis set.
We apply MPE to a series of small molecules on their equilibrium geometries, including
BeH2, BH3, CH2, CH4, H2O and HF, and show the errors of total molecular energies in
Figure 2. As can be seen, MPE at the first order (MPE1) reduces the errors of EXX
significantly – more than 50% for all tested molecules in both basis sets, meaning that the
correlation energy inside each electron pair is very large. However, MPE1 results still possess
considerable errors, indicating that correcting the energy errors at only one-pair level is not
enough. MPE at the second order (MPE2) further reduces the errors and gives very accurate
total energies for BeH2, BH3, CH2 and CH4. MPE2 causes over correlations for H2O and
HF, which may partly result from the low order of MPE expansion and numerical instability
in the potential inversions. Overall, this result suggests that adding in correct pair-pair
interactions is crucial for the accurate description of dynamic correlations in molecules. More
importantly, Figure 2 demonstrates that when we apply successive higher order corrections,
the MPE total energies become more accurate and converge quickly towards the highly
accurate results.
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Comparing Figure 2a and Figure 2b, one may notice that the MPE results are more
accurate in the larger uTZ basis set despite the larger EXX errors. As shown in Eq. 24 and
Eq. 29, the quality of density matching in the potential inversions are determined by the size
of the auxiliary basis set {χP (r)}. Therefore, the superior performance of MPE in the larger
basis set is probably due to the better density matching in the potential inversions, which
implies MPE could be even more accurate when approaching the complete basis set limit.
In addition to the accuracy, we comment on the computational efficiency of MPE. Take
BH3 in the uTZ basis set as an example. The computational time for each MPE1 correction
for BH3 is around 1.5 h on 8 CPU cores, while for each MPE2 correction the computational
time increases to around 34 h. As a comparison, the normal EXX calculation on BH3 only
takes less than 1 min. Although it seems MPE corrections cost much more time than the
DFT calculation, several points need to be emphasized. First, our high level calculation
is full CI, which is known to be very expensive. If we switch the high level wavefunction
theory to coupled cluster or truncated CI, the MPE computational efficiency will be improved
significantly. Second, our code is still far away from optimized and many aspects need to be
improved. For example, the interacting inversion routine uses finite differences to compute
the gradient, which takes most of the computational time. Meanwhile, as a fragmentation
method, MPE can be very well parallelized, which also needs to be explored in the future.
We then investigate the performance of MPE for four chemical reactions, as shown in
Figure 3. In both basis sets, MPE1 improves the description of reaction energies over EXX
for all chemical reactions considered. In the uDZ basis set (Figure 3a), MPE2 performs better
than MPE1 in the first three reactions but worse in the last one. Although MPE provides
successive improvement for the first three reactions, the absolute error of MPE2 reaction
energy can still be larger than 5 kcal/mol. However, in the larger uTZ basis set (Figure 3b),
the MPE results get much better. There is clearly systematic improvement of MPE reaction
energies for all four chemical reactions. Meanwhile, the absolute errors of MPE2 reaction
energies are small in the uTZ basis set, all of which are below 2 kcal/mol. This result again
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: Absolute errors of MPE reaction energies using CCSD(T) results as the reference.
(a) uDZ basis set. (b) uTZ basis set. Note that the MPE2 error for the last reaction in uTZ
basis is not visible because it is very close to 0 kcal/mol.
Figure 4: Absolute errors of MPE reaction energies compared to several commonly-used
density functionals in the uTZ basis set. CCSD(T) results are used as the reference. Note
that all MPE calculations use EXX as the starting functional.
shows the importance of accurate density matching in the potential inversions – the larger
basis set results in better performance of MPE.
In Figure 4, we further compare the performance of MPE with several popular density
functionals on the same four reactions in the uTZ basis set. The considered functionals
involve PBE (GGA),95 B3LYP (hybrid GGA)17 and M06-2X (hybrid meta-GGA).92 One
may notice that none of these three functionals is able to predict all reaction energies within
2 kcal/mol of error like MPE2. For example, PBE is the best functional for describing the
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second and third reactions, but it poses absolute errors of more than 5 kcal/mol for the
other two reactions. Overall, Figures 3-4 demonstrate that, even with the worst performer
EXX functional as the starting point, MPE is able to systematically correct the approximate
functional and provides an accurate description of thermochemistry for tested chemical re-
actions at a low second order of expansion. Of course more extensive testing will be needed
to establish whether these trends hold true for a wide variety of reactions, but the initial
results are encouraging.
The thermochemistry of hydrogen molecular chains presents an interesting challenge for
density functional approximations. In spite of the simple model, commonly-used GGA and
hybrid functionals have been shown to fail in accurately describing the decomposition of
hydrogen chains into hydrogen molecules.96,97 The failure is attributed to the inaccurate
characterization of the delocalized electron distribution across more than one H2 unit, which
is caused by the self-interaction error (delocalization error) present in these approximate
functionals. We therefore test the performance of MPE on the decomposition of a hydrogen
chain H2n into n hydrogen molecules, whose reaction energy can be calculated as:
∆E = nE(H2)− E(H2n), (37)
where n is the number of H2 units in the hydrogen chain. The bond lengths between two
adjacent H atoms in the hydrogen chains and hydrogen molecules are set to be 0.75 Å. The
static correlation becomes another source of error for the tested methods due to the equal
spacing between H atoms in the H2n chain, but it is not dominant because of the small bond
length.
The errors of the hydrogen chain decomposition energies per H2 unit compared to CCSD(T)
is shown in Figure 5. The popular GGA functional PBE is shown to overestimate reaction
energies severely: about 7 kcal/mol of error per H2 unit for H10 chain decomposition, indi-
cating the large delocalization error in the PBE functional. On the other hand, the EXX
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Figure 5: Errors of the hydrogen chain reaction energies per H2 unit in the uDZ basis set.
CCSD(T) results are used as the reference.
functional significantly underestimates the reaction energies, with the similar magnitude of
errors as PBE. This behavior is associated with the so-called localization error in literature,
due to the neglect of electron correlation in the EXX functional. The hybrid functional
B3LYP reduces the errors by one third compared to PBE because of the mixing of EXX, but
still poses substantial errors. Furthermore, the errors of all three functionals increase as the
hydrogen chain length becomes longer, which suggests the delocalization/localization errors
are more severe in more extensive electron density distributions.
As seen in Figure 5, MPE1 provides a significant improvement over EXX, where the errors
of reaction energies are already smaller than B3LYP by including the correct correlation for
each electron pair in the hydrogen chain. The higher order MPE2 produces even better
results: errors for different lengths of hydrogen chains are all reduced to almost zero, which
indicates that including one-pair and pair-pair electron correlations is sufficient to remove
all localization errors present in the EXX functional for hydrogen chains. In addition, this
systematic improvement does not deteriorate as the chain length becomes longer, showing
the ability of MPE to deal with systems with different electron density distributions.
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4.2 Strong Correlation
To test the performance of MPE on strongly correlated molecular systems, we study the
symmetric bond breaking process in hydrogen rings using MPE. Hydrogen rings have re-
cently emerged as a benchmark for new electronic structure methods,98–101 as the strength
of correlation can be tuned from weak to strong by changing the hydrogen atom spacing.
Despite the simple model, the strong electron correlations present in stretched hydrogen
rings require the correlation methods to be capable of treating full Coulomb interactions.
Meanwhile, hydrogen rings in a realistic basis set have multiple orbitals per site as well as
long-range interactions, making them more complicated compared to the one-dimensional
(1D) Hubbard model.36 We have shown that MPE can deal with strong correlations in 1D
Hubbard model very well,35 so it is interesting to investigate its performance on hydrogen
rings, which reflects the challenge of real molecular systems.
Figure 6: Energies per H atom in the H8 ring in the uDZ basis set. SAH decomposed pair
densities are shown as an inset.
We first show the energies per H atom in the H8 ring in the uDZ basis set in Figure 6. The
DMRG result is presented here as a highly accurate answer for comparison. The EXX func-
tional is shown to predict much higher energies compared to DMRG around the equilibrium
distance, indicating it is incapable of describing dynamic correlations in the H8 ring. When
the H-H distance gets longer, the strong (static) correlation becomes more dominant, leading
to even worse performance of EXX functional. This is expected for all single-determinantal
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approximate KS-DFT methods. Adding correct one-pair correlation at the MPE1 level re-
sults in a great improvement over EXX. The equilibrium-geometry result of MPE1 is already
accurate compared to DMRG. More importantly, in the bond-breaking region, MPE1 reduces
the EXX errors substantially because the use of FCI brings in correct multi-determinantal
interactions at the two-electron level. This correction cannot be achieved using traditional
single-reference correlation methods such as CCSD. As can be seen in Figure 6, CCSD de-
scribes the dynamic correlations very well but collapses when the H-H distance is long.99
Despite the much better accuracy than EXX, it is clear that MPE1 is still insufficient for
accurate estimation of strong correlations since the error per atom is still as high as 0.02 Ha
at RH−H = 3.0 Å.
Including pair-pair electron correlations leads to further improvement in MPE2 compared
to MPE1. MPE2 is still accurate around the equilibrium distance and further reduces the
MPE1 errors at longer H-H distances. Nevertheless, unlike in thermochemistry cases, even
MPE2 cannot treat strong correlations in the stretched H8 ring accurately. This result can
be attributed to two reasons. First, the second order of expansion for MPE may not be
enough for this problem. Higher order of expansions, where six or more electron correlations
are correctly computed, may be needed. Second, a more important reason might be that we
employ the HF density as the input for MPE calculations here. As already shown in Figure 6,
EXX, which is the counterpart method of HF in DFT, is a very poor solution for the strong
correlation problems. Using bad input electron density from HF may cause MPE to finally
converge to the inaccurate result, i.e., it is possible in this case even MPE4 is not satisfac-
tory. This can be understood as the density-driven error in density functional theory.94,102
Therefore, to achieve a correct description of strong correlations, we may want to have bet-
ter input electron density. Such density may be obtained through multi-configurational SCF
calculations, or more ideally, from the optimization of self-consistent MPE calculations. We
will not discuss the optimization of input density here and leave it for the future work.
We also apply MPE to the H6 ring in the uDZ basis set to test its performance for
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Figure 7: Energies per H atom in the H6 ring in the uDZ basis set. SAH decomposed pair
densities are shown as an inset.
a hydrogen ring with different size, as demonstrated in Figure 7. MPE1 and MPE2 give
similar accuracy at long H-H distances compared to Figure 7: MPE1 provides a significant
improvement over EXX and MPE2 further reduces the errors of MPE1, while both MPE1
and MPE2 pose errors of more than 0.01 Ha per atom at RH−H = 3.2 Å. Around the
equilibrium distance, however, the performance of MPE is not as satisfactory as in the H8
ring. Both MPE methods overcorrelate for about 0.01 Ha per atom compared to DMRG
and MPE2 provides no improvement over MPE1. This result is surprising considering there
are only six electrons in this system, meaning that MPE3 is the “exact” answer. We suspect
such behavior is related to the aromaticity of the system: the H6 ring can be viewed as
an aromatic ring while the H8 ring is anti-aromatic. In aromatic systems, specific order of
MPE (for example, MPE3) and better density decomposition may be needed to achieve high
accuracy, which is also found in a previous MPE study of benzene dimer in the PPP model.40
4.3 Dependence on Localization Parameter α
All MPE results shown above are based on pair densities generated by the SAH decomposi-
tion using the localization parameter α = 4 for Eq. 20. We choose α = 4 because it is the
maximum value that still maintains smoothness in pair densities so that the ill-conditioning
problems in potential inversions can be mostly avoided. Meanwhile, the resulting pair densi-
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ties are localized enough to make sure MPE energies converge quickly to the accurate result.
Here, we test the performance of MPE with different α values (α = 1.5, 2, 3, 4) to show its
dependence on the parameter α.
(a) (b)
Figure 8: The dependence of MPE energies on the localization parameter α in the uTZ basis
set. CCSD(T) results are used as the reference. (a) Total energy of BH3. (b) Reaction
energy of Be + H2 → BeH2.
We fist show the dependence of MPE on the localization parameter α for the total
molecular energy of BH3 in Figure 8a. For all four α values tested, the MPE1 energy is
quite stable, while the MPE2 energy becomes slightly better when larger α value is used.
Similar results can be observed in Figure 8b, where we test the dependence of MPE on α
for the reaction energy of Be + H2 → BeH2. Both MPE1 and MPE2 predict better reaction
energies when larger α values are used. However, the difference of MPE2 reaction energy for
using α = 1.5 and α = 4 is just 1 kcal/mol. Overall speaking, we find that more localized
SAH decomposition (larger α value) leads to better accuracy of MPE, and the dependence
of MPE on the parameter α is weak. Thus, we believe α = 4 is a suitable choice for this
study, and α ≥ 4 should be used in the future MPE study as long as the potential inversions
remain numerically stable.
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5 Conclusions
In this work, we extend the many-pair expansion to molecular systems with ab initio Hamil-
tonians. We employ the self-attractive Hartree decomposition to generate localized and
v-representable pair densities as the basic fragment densities in molecular MPE. To perform
numerically stable potential inversions, we introduce auxiliary basis sets to represent the
external potentials and construct the orbital and potential basis sets in a balanced fashion.
Our numerical study shows that MPE predicts accurate molecular and reaction energies for
a few small molecules and hydrogen chains, even with the low-level EXX functional and
a low second order of expansion. The description of thermochemistry for tested chemical
reactions is systematically improved as successive higher order MPE corrections are applied.
Meanwhile, through the hydrogen chain case, we demonstrate the potential of MPE to serve
as a method to systemically remove the many-electron self-interaction error in approximate
density functionals. The study of bond breaking processes in hydrogen rings exhibits the
ability of MPE to deal with strong correlations, but also points out the need for better
input density or density decomposition in MPE. In conclusion, this work shows that MPE
provides a promising framework to systematically improve density functional calculations of
molecules.
The future work of MPE should focus on four aspects. First, more realistic density func-
tionals should be used to test the performance of MPE. In addition to EXX, we should test
whether MPE can also systematically improve the DFT calculations with commonly-used
LDA, GGA, meta-GGA and hybrid functionals. Especially, we want to investigate how
MPE can be applied to remove the delocalization error and strong correlation error in these
functionals. Second, faster implementation is needed for applying MPE to more realistic
chemical systems. Although the MPEm correction is an O(Nm) method (N is the number
of electron pairs), its speed is hindered by the large prefactor due to expensive interact-
ing potential inversion calculations. To make MPE faster, two different directions may be
explored. (a) Simplify the potential inversion scheme in MPE. One possible solution is to
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combine DFT embedding methods103,104 with MPE, to turn MPE into a many potential ex-
pansion problem. Instead of partitioning the density, we can partition the external potential
into small fragments. In this way, the most expensive interacting potential inversions can be
avoided. Another possible way is to apply the projection embedding scheme105 to avoid all
potential inversions. We also note that the method of Staroverov106 to obtain KS potentials
from interacting wavefunctions could potentially solve some of MPE’s unstable potential in-
version problems, especially when the potential and orbital basis sets are not balanced. (b)
Exploit the locality in SAH fragment densities and use local correlation methods107–109 as the
alternative to FCI. Third, a density optimization scheme is needed for more accurate MPE
calculations. MPE is formally a density functional hierarchy that converges to the exact
energy. However, in reality, MPE results may converge to the inaccurate answer due to the
use of approximate DFT density. Therefore, a self-consistent MPE scheme may be needed
to optimize the input density and correct the density errors. Fourth, MPE may be used as
a tool to develop better density functionals. As shown in this work, MPE is able to reveal
how approximate functionals perform for particular fragment densities by comparing with
the exact correlation and interaction energies from FCI. New density functionals can thus
be designed by optimally tuning parameters (e.g., range-separation parameter, percentage
of EXX) for specific molecule so that certain fragment correction/interaction energies (e.g.,
pair-pair interactions) can be accurately described, leading to improved description of the
whole molecule.
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Graphical TOC Entry
𝚫𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓[𝝆𝒊 + 𝝆𝒋 + 𝝆𝒌]
𝚫𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓[𝝆𝒊 + 𝝆𝒋]
𝚫𝑬𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓[𝝆𝒊]
𝑬𝑴𝑷𝑬 𝝆𝑻 = 𝑬𝑫𝑭𝑨 𝝆𝑻															+	Many-Pair	Corrections
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